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Introduction 
Mobile devices have shown a higher rate of risk when it comes to unsafe browsing as evidenced by 
multiple attacks leveraging third-party code: GhostCat-3PC, Phishing, VidLox-3PC, and IcePick-3PC, to 
name a few. Hackers are constantly taking advantage of such trends by targeting mobile-specific 
platforms and jeopardizing consumer trust and safety in digital.  

Over the past few months, The Media Trust Digital Security and Operations Team has monitored the 
behavior of mobile browser redirects affecting WordPress sites. These malicious campaigns leverage 
established WordPress vulnerabilities to covertly inject code into the user experience. This code, in 
turn, gives the malicious actors the ability to display ads, execute pop-ups, and redirect users to other 
malicious content. 

In an attempt to evade detection, the injected script sets the “_mauthtoken” browser cookie which 
prevents visitors from being redirected twice within a specific amount of time, making it difficult to 
reproduce the redirect. In addition, the use of a link shortening service allows the malicious actors to 
easily change the redirect destinations as often as needed. 

Detected via targeted and in-the-wild scanning, these attacks successfully penetrated several news and 
e-commerce WordPress sites in a matter of days to enable ad fraud and credential theft. While The 
Media Trust terminated these campaigns with our clients, these campaigns are still active, continuing to 
defraud advertisers and ruin the consumer experience 

Attack Analysis 
The malicious payload is delivered via the compromised WordPress site, most likely a third-party 
plugin. Malicious code injections are no stranger to WordPress sites with out-of-date plugins as 
scanning for vulnerable sites is easy with security scanning tools such as WPScan. These vulnerable 
plugins are fair game for malicious actors as it provides an easy way to deliver malicious content or 
further compromise a website’s server. Compromised WordPress sites will contain injected code similar 
to the one shown in Figure 1, which shows malicious code at the very top of the site’s HTML. 

https://mediatrust.com/blog/ghostcat-3pc-malware-targets-well-known-publishers-and-slips-through-their-blockers/
https://mediatrust.com/blog/ad-based-phishing-season-shifts-high-gear/
https://mediatrust.com/blog/video-ad-fraud-executed-via-malicious-creatives/
https://mediatrust.com/blog/icepick-3pc-new-malware-steals-device-ip-en-masse/
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Figure 1 : WordPress site affected by malicious code injection 

 
Using the sample provided in Figure 1, part of the injected code contains a hex encoded array whose 
values are used throughout the rest of the code (Figure 2). This makes initial analysis difficult without 
decoding the hex. In order to make analysis easier to understand, deobfuscation techniques are 
applied to reveal the code in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2 : Hex encoded array 

 

Figure 3 shows that the array contains strings that will be used throughout the rest of the malicious 
code. Some interesting strings include “cookie”, “userAgent”, “_mauthtoken”, and the zeep.ly URL. 
Looking at the strings in an array can give you an idea of what the code will do. In this example, we can 
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guess that the code will look at the user-agent, look for specific values, create a browser cookie, and 
redirect to the zeep.ly URL. 

 
Figure 3 : Decoded hex array from Figure 2 

 

Using the decoded hex array in Figure 3, all of the references to the array can be replaced with their 
values (See Figure 4). This allows us to better understand what the rest of the code is doing in terms of 
conditions and indicators of compromise. 

 
Figure 4 : Deobfuscated version of injected code 
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On line 2 of Figure 4, there is a check for the presence of a browser cookie with the name 
‘_mauthtoken’. If this browser cookie does not exist, the function on line 3 is run; the function 
arguments are the browser’s user-agent or vendor, and the zeep.ly redirect URL. Within this function is 
another conditional that checks if the provided user-agent contains the word ‘googlebot’, the name 
given to Google’s web crawler. Should Google’s web crawler not be present, the code proceeds to 
check the user-agent against user-agents used by mobile devices. This can be seen on line 5 in the 
form of two regular expression (regex) strings. 

The user-agent must match either of these two regex strings for the check to pass. Below are a few 
examples of valid user-agents: 

 
Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 12_1_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Mobile/16C50 Flipboard/4.2.32 

Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_3_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/603.1.30 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14E304 Safari/602.1 

Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930V Build/NRD90M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/59.0.3071.125 Mobile Safari/537.36 

Mozilla/5.0 (Android 7.0; Mobile; rv:54.0) Gecko/54.0 Firefox/54.0 

 

These sample user-agents would pass the check due to the presence of the mobile specific words such 
as “iPad”, “iPhone”, and “Android”. Given this behavior, only visitors of these compromised sites who 
happen to be on mobile devices will be affected. 

After confirming that the user is on a mobile device, a variable is created which stores the current time 
plus 1800000 milliseconds or 30 minutes. (line 6). This will be used as the expiration date for the 
browser cookie created on line 7. The properties of the cookie are as follows: 

 
Name _mauthtoken 

Value 1 

Path / 

Expires Current date / time + 30 minutes 

 
The last executed line in the malicious code is line 8 in Figure 4, which initiates the auto redirect to the 
zeep.ly URL provided, in this case that is https[:]//zeep[.]ly/fj6t3. 
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An overview of the code execution from start to finish can be seen in Figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5: code execution flowchart 

 

The type of content delivered by the zeep.ly URLs can be anything; however, we can confirm  the use 
of zeep.ly URLs to start a chain of redirects to other compromised WordPress sites. For example:, 
zeep[.]ly/fj6t3 redirects to tommcifle[.]com/wp-admin/1.html which itself redirects to other malicious 
content. Other than the aforementioned URL, tommcifle[.]com is a legitimate ad-supported website. It 
appears the malicious actors have compromised this WordPress site to evade suspicion when the 
zeep.ly URL is requested.  
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A common theme among these compromised WordPress sites is the URL path “/wp-admin/”. This path 
is reserved for administrators and it is uncommon to serve content from this path publicly. A random file 
uploaded to this path usually means the site is compromised. For example, here are a few URLs we 
have identified using the wp-admin path that host malicious content: 

• tommcifle[.]com/wp-admin/1.html 

• francescalagatta[.]it/wp-admin/js/1.html 

• socialmediacommando[.]com/wp-admin/js/cls.js 

• t-shirtatstore[.]com/wp-admin/js/facegg.jpg 
 

The last of these chain of redirects will result in a web page such as  www[.]mega-
search[.]net/forexgold.html which shows multiple creatives stacked on top of each other (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6: mega-search[.]net stacked creatives 

 

The content loaded by mega-search[.]net are hosted by URLs containing the /wp-admin/ path. It should 
be noted that not all of these URLs are compromised WordPress sites; it may be the case that these 
are also owned by malicious actors as well. 
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This ad stacking behavior by mega-search[.]net is blatant ad fraud which is further highlighted by the 
tracking pixels delivered by the web page, a sample of which can be seen in Figure 7 below. 

 

 
Figure 7: tracking URLs delivered by mega-search[.]net 

 

A flowchart encompassing the entire process of a user visiting the compromised WordPress site to ad 
delivery can be seen in Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 8: Flowchart of start to finish 

 

Indicators of Compromise 
URLS 

https[:]//zeep[.]ly/fj6t3 

https[:]//zeep[.]ly/ev4Va 

https[:]//zeep[.]ly/fj6t33 

http[:]//francescalagatta[.]it/wp-admin/js/ 

https[:]socialmediacommando[.]com/wp-admin/js/cls.js 
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https[:]t-shirtatstore[.]com/wp-admin/js/facegg.jpg 

https[:]www[.]tommcifle[.]com/wp-admin/1.html 

https[:]www[.]homedoctor[.]sa/home.html 

https[:]www[.]njpoolguys[.]com/wp-admin/js/slagg.js 

 

Impact 
With more than 500 hits, The Media Trust has identified numerous compromised WordPress sites 
containing malicious code calling to zeep.ly URLs, resulting in the delivery of fraudulent ads. The use of 
link shorteners as a method of delivering malware or fraudulent content is not a novel technique; it has 
been seen everywhere from SMS spam campaigns to the delivery of ransomware. Shortened links 
provide an advantage as it is often difficult to know where it will lead. The malicious actors can also 
change the destination of URLs whenever they like, giving them the ability to bait and switch victims. 

Actions to take 
Anyone who owns or operates a WordPress should regularly perform vulnerability scanning to detect 
any potential avenues to compromise. Free and open-source tools such as WPScan can be a great tool 
to identify vulnerabilities and give administrators the information they need to update any plugins. 

For publishers, The Media Trust provides early detection before campaigns go live, protecting users 
from visiting these compromised WordPress sites. Our continuous scanning ensures malicious material 
is identified and blocked at the source, protecting both publisher and user experience. 

 


